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Abstract:  

Despite corrosion is commonly seen as a problem to be avoided, applications as batteries or 

biodegradable implants do benefit from corrosion-like phenomena. However, current strategies 

address corrosion control from a global perspective for a whole component, without considering 

local adaptations to functionality specifications or inhomogeneous environments. Here, a novel 

concept is presented: the local control and guidance of corrosion through a laser surface 

treatment. Immersion tests in saline solution of AZ31 magnesium alloy samples show 

degradation rates reduced up to 15 times with the treatment, owing to a fast passivation after 

the induced microstructural modifications. By controlling the treatment conditions, the 

degradation can be restricted to delimited regions and driven towards specific directions. The 
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applicability of the method for the design of tailored degradation biomedical implants is 

demonstrated and uses for cathodic protection systems and batteries can also be anticipated. 

Main Text: 

Corrosion has been a challenging engineering problem for centuries in many fields, as linked 

to the loss of the functionality of the corroded components arise serious personal, environmental 

and economic risks. However, certain applications do benefit from corrosion-like phenomena, 

as batteries,[1,2] cathodic protection systems[3,4] or biodegradable implants.[5–7] In those fields, 

corrosion must not be avoided, but instead proceed in a controlled manner. 

Current strategies for corrosion control include a variety of bulk and surface processing 

approaches adapted to different materials and applications. A common characteristic for all 

these approaches is that corrosion control is generally addressed from a global perspective for 

the whole component.[8–10] However, functionality specifications or inhomogeneous 

environmental conditions may require a local control of the corrosion rate in different regions 

of a component. 

Particularly, in biodegradable implants used for biomedical applications, the material is 

intended to be dissolved by corrosion in contact with the body fluids after supplying the 

required mechanical support or delivery of drugs. There, differences in healing times of the host 

tissue and variations in body fluids flow rate and composition around different areas of the 

implant do demand a local control of the corrosion process.[5–7]  

This work explores the feasibility of guiding the corrosion of a target component towards 

specific regions and directions by means of a laser-based surface treatment technique. Through 

a local control of the key surface properties governing the corrosion phenomena, the corrosion 

rate in each predefined region of the component could be selectively adjusted. The overall 

corrosion process would then be guided by the laser treatment and become predictable and 

controllable. This new concept of “laser-guided corrosion control” has not yet been explored to 

the best of the authors’ knowledge. 
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To implement this idea, the usually employed AZ31 magnesium alloy (3% Al, 1% Zn, 0.6 % 

Mn, see Experimental Section and Table S1) was selected. On the basis of the naturally 

occurring corrosion of magnesium in contact with body fluids and its high biocompatibility, 

magnesium is commonly utilized for the development of biodegradable implants for orthopedic 

and cardiovascular applications.[11–13] However, the in vivo degradation of magnesium is often 

unpredictable and too fast, involving problems as premature degradation, environment 

alkalinisation and hydrogen accumulation, which restricts its wider use.[11–15] 

Laser surface treatments have been employed to increase the corrosion resistance of magnesium 

and its alloys, mostly based on microstructural changes after melting and resolidification 

processes.[16,17] Here, the material was treated with nanosecond pulsed laser irradiation. Under 

this processing regime, metals usually undergo local melting and evaporation, with thermal 

effects normally extended to a micrometric depth at most, due to the short interaction times.[18] 

Through the control of two galvo mirrors the laser beam was easily focused with an F-Theta 

lens on the required sites of the material surface. Specifically, the material was irradiated 

following a pattern of parallel scanning lines (see Experimental Section). As displayed in 

Figure 1a, a groove pattern is formed on the flat surface of the base material during the 

treatment. Along each scanning line, the material under the incident laser radiation is melted 

and displaced sideways by the so-called recoil pressure, generated by momentum conservation 

during the expansion of the metal vapor at the center of the irradiated spot.[19,20] 

This groove formation with the treatment resulted in a general increase of the surface roughness, 

with values depending on the processing parameters employed. Taking roughness 

measurements as a first assessment of the extent of surface modification, 2 levels of pulse 

fluence F, i.e. average single pulse energy per area (1.8 and 0.7 J cm-2), and 2 levels of scanning 

speed v (10 and 60 mm s-1) were selected, giving a set of 4 main treatments. The final Sa 

roughness range from (1.6 ± 0.2) µm for the base material (i.e. untreated) to (29 ± 3) µm for T1 

treatment, as quantified by optical profilometry (see Experimental Section and Table S2). 
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The extent of improvement of the corrosion performance with the laser treatment was then 

explored by immersion tests (see Experimental Section) in normal saline solution of both base 

material and treated samples (11 × 11 × 1 mm3). Figure 1b shows a series of optical microscopy 

images of the different samples after each incubation time. It is clear that the base material 

experiences severe degradation, which leads to almost complete dissolution after 14 days of 

immersion. In contrast, degradation is drastically reduced for the laser-treated samples. Indeed, 

the integrity of T1 sample is maintained for the whole duration of the test, owing to its slower 

corrosion. As shown, the performance of the processed samples is clearly dependent on the 

employed processing parameters, with T2, T3 and T4 samples showing an intermediate 

behavior between the performance of T1 and base material samples. 

 

Figure 1. Laser treatment and overall corrosion behavior. a) Optical profilometry images with height map for the 
untreated base material and a representative treated sample, with a representation of the treatment process. b) 
Optical images of macroscopic appearance of base material and differently-treated samples (T1 -T4) after specific 
immersion times in the NaCl solution. 

 
In the corrosion process of magnesium in aqueous solutions, magnesium atoms from the metal 

surface are oxidized to magnesium ions and water molecules are reduced to hydrogen and 

hydroxide ions according to Equation (1):[21–23]  

𝑀𝑔(𝑠) + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑀𝑔(𝑎𝑞)
2+ + 2𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑞)

− +𝐻2(𝑔)     (1) 
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Magnesium and hydroxide ions precipitate as magnesium hydroxide Mg(OH)2 for pH values 

above 10.35 (solubility product constant Ksp = 5.6 × 10-12 at 25 °C)[24], providing a moderate 

protection against corrosion. In the presence of chloride ions, the formation of magnesium 

chloride (MgCl2) is thermodynamically favored due to its much higher solubility (558 g l-1 in 

water at 25 °C)[24]. That prevents the stabilization of Mg(OH)2 protective layer and, 

consequently, a high net rate of metallic Mg dissolution is established. 

On this basis, to quantify the degradation of the immersed samples, mass loss, Mg2+ released 

and pH increase with OH- release were measured (see Experimental Section). As illustrated in 

Figure S1, the three measurements verify the degradation trends macroscopically observed 

(Figure 1b). The degradation rates estimated from the mass loss within the first 14 days of 

immersion range from (35 ± 2) mg dm-2 day-1 for T1-treated material to (530 ± 10) mg dm-2 

day-1 for the base material (Figure S1b). This means that the laser treatment can reduce the 

corrosion rate by a factor of approximately 15, thereby drastically improving the base material 

behavior. Furthermore, by tuning the processing parameters, the degradation rate can be 

modulated, gradually increasing from T1 to T4. 

Due to the roughness increase, the actual exposed surface area in the treated samples is higher 

than in the base material. This difference amounts to a factor of approximately 4 for T1 

treatment, according to the profilometry measurements (see Experimental Section). Besides, 

wettability measurements (see Experimental Section) revealed a hydrophilic behavior for the 

base material, with a contact angle  = (50 ± 10)° (see Figure S2). The wettability increased 

with the laser treatment up to a superhydrophilic regime ( = 0° for T1 treatment), with the 

water filling the generated grooves by capillary wicking.[25,26] This also occurs when samples 

are immersed in solution, so the observed trends in corrosion performance are not explained by 

alterations of the solid/liquid contact area, which actually increases with the treatment. 

To investigate further the evident differences between the untreated and treated samples, the 

corrosion process during immersion was monitored in real time with a video camera (see 
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Experimental Section and Supplementary Video 1). For the base material the corrosion starts 

locally, with several dispersed sites showing slight hydrogen evolution during the first minutes. 

The extension and intensity of corrosion increases with time, with vigorous hydrogen evolution 

from 1 hour onward and evident macroscopic degradation after a few hours. In contrast, for the 

T1-treated material, the corrosion starts homogeneously over the entire surface with substantial 

hydrogen evolution from the beginning. However, within just 5 minutes, this behavior is 

reduced almost entirely. Therefore the treated material appears to be able to go through a 

homogeneous passivation process, after which the corrosion is drastically reduced compared to 

the base material. 

The corrosion mechanism of both treated and untreated samples was then studied in detail via 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS, see Experimental Section). EIS data collected 

immediately following sample stabilization in the solution and the fitted equivalent circuit are 

presented in Figure 2a-c.   

For the base material (Figure 2a), a capacitive loop around 100 Hz - 1 kHz can be distinguished. 

This loop is related to the electrochemical dissolution of magnesium at sites where metal is 

exposed and can be modeled by a charge transfer resistance RCT and a double-layer capacitance 

CDL.[27] In addition, at low frequencies, about 1 Hz, an inductive loop can be observed. This 

loop is linked to the existence of adsorbed intermediate species, such as Mg+, which facilitate 

the corrosion kinetics at active dissolution sites of the sample[28,29] and was modeled by an 

inductance L with a series resistance RL.[30] 

For the T1-treated sample (Figure 2b), the loop around 100 Hz - 1 kHz associated with 

magnesium dissolution can also be identified. However, much higher RCT (Base Mat: 29.9  

cm2, T1: 319.9  cm2) and lower CDL values (Base Mat: 42.8 F cm-2, T1: 1.2 F cm-2) were 

found. In addition, a second capacitive loop around 10 Hz is also present. This loop was 

modeled by a finite-length diffusion impedance ZD (see Experimental Section), linked to ion 
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transport processes between the reaction sites and the bulk solution.[27,28] The absence of the 

inductive loop at low frequencies is also notable.  

The growth of a protective non-metallic surface layer with a passivation process for the treated 

material can explain all those differences. The presence of such a layer can easily reduce the 

total metal/solution contact area and therefore the number of active dissolution sites, accounting 

for the higher RCT, the lower CDL and for the absence of the low frequency inductive behavior 

for the treated material.[28,31] Additionally, this layer can also restrict ion diffusion, introducing 

the diffusion impedance term, almost negligible in the case of the base material (Base Mat: 3.6 

Ω cm2, T1: 322.1 Ω cm2). The high frequency end of the spectrum above 10 kHz for the treated 

material (see inset in Figure 2b) shows another capacitive feature, which can in fact be modeled 

by the properties of a dielectric layer[32,33] (i.e resistance RF and capacitance CF) and thus also 

reinforces the passivation hypothesis. The overall measured corrosion resistance of the treated 

material is substantially higher than that of the base material (polarization resistance for Base 

Mat: 16 Ω cm2, T1: 672 Ω cm2, see Experimental Section and Figure S3a,c) and increased over 

time, indicating the progress of the passivation process.[27,28]  

To confirm the existence of a protective layer and explain its formation, both base material and 

treated samples were examined in cross-section before and after immersion in the NaCl solution. 

A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) backscattered electron (BSE) representative image of 

a cross-section of non-immersed base material is shown in Figure 2d. A homogeneous Mg 

matrix and dispersed Al-Mn-Fe micro-particles with diameters reaching approximately 10 m 

can be distinguished, as confirmed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) maps (see 

Figure S4a) and in agreement with common observations for Al-Mn-containing Mg-alloys.[34] 

Figure 2g shows an electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD, see Experimental Section) inverse 

pole figure (IPF) map of a cross section of the base material. The appearance of hexagonal 

close-packed (HCP) -Mg grains was confirmed, with a mean size of 7.45 µm and typically 

ranging within (2.38, 11.95) µm. A defined basal crystallographic texture, with basal planes 
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preferentially parallel to the sample surface, was found as shown. This texture is typical of hot 

rolled Mg-alloy, as the one used here (see Experimental Section), and develops as a 

consequence of plastic deformation through basal slip during forming followed by 

recrystallization.[35,36] 

Figure 2e,f show SEM BSE representative images for non-immersed T1-treated material. The 

bulk microstructure is similar to that of the base material and, therefore, was not modified by 

the laser treatment. However, a recast layer (i.e. melted and resolidified) approximately 10 m 

thick can be identified at the surface of the sample (Figure 2f). The Al-Mn-Fe particles that are 

present in the untreated material seem to have been dissolved into the melt according to EDS 

maps (see Figure S4a). As a consequence of this redissolution, a statistically significant increase 

in the (Al+Mn)/Mg atomic ratio in the Mg solid solution was detected (two-sided Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test, p-value = 2.6 × 10-4), from 0.020 ± 0.001 for the base material to 0.025 ± 0.006 

within the recast layer. No significant grain boundary segregation was detected within the recast 

layer, and only a few dispersed Al-Mn rich nanometric precipitates were apparent. Furthermore, 

as shown by EBSD image (Figure 2h), the microstructure was refined within this layer, with a 

mean grain size of 1.43 µm and typically ranging within (0.27, 2.45) µm. As seen in Figure 2h, 

during solidification there was preferential grain growth following the heat flow towards the 

bulk material (grain size aspect ratio approximately 2.4). In addition, the refined grains exhibit 

a random texture, in contrast to the relatively strong texture of the base material. The fast 

cooling rates achieved by the laser treatment, which can reach 1011 K s-1 for nanosecond pulse 

processing,[20] explain both the grain refinement, due to the increase of the nucleation rate 

during solidification, and the retention of the alloying elements within the solid solution, as a 

consequence of the short diffusion times allowed.[16,17,37,38] 

Figure 2j shows the appearance of a corrosion site in a base material sample after immersion in 

NaCl solution for 16 hours. The accumulation of an irregular and thick layer of corrosion 

products is clearly visible. An O/Mg atomic ratio of 2.1 ± 0.3 was found in EDS analysis, 
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indicating the presence of Mg(OH)2 as the main component of the layer, as expected. The layer 

presents clear pores and cracks, allowing the electrolyte to access the bare metallic surface, so 

that corrosion can progress further. In contrast, the surface of the treated material is barely 

corroded (Figure 2k). At a higher magnification (Figure 2l), a thin corrosion products layer 

approximately 1 µm thick can be distinguished. Compared to that of the base material, the layer 

is more uniform and compact and, hence, able to provide an effective overall protection against 

solution penetration. The lower O/Mg atomic ratio of 0.9 ± 0.4 found is consistent with a 

decreased layer hydration degree. Comparison of O distribution from EDS mappings of Figure 

2j and Figure 2l reinforces this point (see Figure S4b). 

The improved corrosion resistance of the treated samples can be mainly explained in terms of 

the recast layer microstructure. The appearance of Al-Mn-Fe particles in the base material is 

detrimental for the corrosion resistance of the alloy, as those sites can act as local cathodes 

accelerating the dissolution rate of the more anodic matrix by galvanic coupling.[21,39] In 

contrast, the redissolution of the alloying elements with the laser treatment would reduce these 

galvanic coupling effects.[17,37,38,40] This protection mechanism is further supported by 

consistent results of improved corrosion behavior after treatment obtained in experiments with 

AZ61 and AZ91 Mg-alloys. As well, the extent of protection measured in experiments with 

pure magnesium was not enough to prevent its complete dissolution after a few hours, 

presumably due to the fact that its corrosion does not arise from galvanic coupling with 

secondary phases but from a much lower corrosion resistance of the Mg matrix itself (see Table 

S1 and Figure S5). In addition, as precipitation is feasible in the immersion conditions, the grain 

refinement achieved would help to passivate the material, as a more dense network of reactive 

grain boundaries can ease the stabilization of a protective oxides/hydroxides layer.[16,41] 

Additionally, the slight increase of the amount of alloying elements within the solid solution in 

the recast layer can also play a moderate but still beneficial role by formation of more corrosion 

resistant protective film compounds.[21,42] The crystallographic orientation would not play an 
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important role in the corrosion resistance in this case, as the random orientation of the grains 

within the recast layer would be in any case detrimental compared to the basal orientation of 

grains exposed by the base material (the basal plane is the most densely packed plane and thus 

the one with higher corrosion resistance).[36] Additional experiments comparing treatments in 

air and argon atmospheres revealed also a moderate role in corrosion resistance played by 

oxidation during the treatment as characterized by XPS analyses (see Experimental Section), 

which adds an extra protection to that arising from the microstructure modifications (Figure 

S6). 

 
 

Figure 2. Electrochemical and microstructural characterization. a-c) EIS data for base material (a) and T1-treated 
material (b) recorded immediately following stabilization in the NaCl solution, along with the corresponding 
equivalent circuit (c). Here, RE represents the electrolyte resistance. All other circuit elements are described in the 
main text (see Experimental Section for further description). Fitted values are included in Figure S3c. d-f) SEM 
BSE images of a cross-section of non-immersed base material (d), T1-treated sample (e) and a higher magnification 
image of the latter (f), where a partially dissolved Al-Mn-Fe particle on the edge of the recast layer can be 
appreciated. g-i) EBSD IPF maps in the normal direction (ND) for base material (g) and T1-treated material (h). 
See legend (i), where RD and TD stand for rolling and transverse directions respectively. j-l) SEM BSE images in 
cross-section after 16 hours of immersion in the NaCl solution. A thick but porous/cracked and non-protective 
layer of corrosion products can be seen for the base material (j), while a thinner, compact and protective layer is 
apparent for the treated material (k, l). Dashed lines indicate the limit of the recast layer in panels (e, f, h, k and l). 

 
Based on the protective properties of the recast layer generated by the laser treatment, the role 

of the processing parameters can be discussed. A clear relation was found between the pulse 
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fluence and the width of the generated grooves (T1 versus T3, T2 versus T4 in Figure S7). That 

means that the lateral displacement of the molten material increased for higher fluence. For a 

laser spot with Gaussian irradiance (i.e. power density) distribution, this trend can be explained 

by an increase of the actual area of the spot with sufficient irradiance to achieve melting and 

evaporation, as well as higher overall recoil pressure levels over the liquid when the fluence is 

increased.[19,43] As the recast layer is able to passivate during immersion, in terms of corrosion 

performance, logically, the fraction of the surface covered by this layer plays a major role, 

which explains the observed effects of pulse fluence in the immersion tests results (T1 versus 

T3, T2 versus T4 in Figure 1b). In fact, an inductive behavior was detected in the EIS 

measurements for T3 sample (Figure S3b), explained by the presence of uncovered regions (i.e. 

untreated base material) due to the lower pulse fluence employed. 

Besides, the depth of the grooves and the thickness of the recast layer were found to depend 

mainly on the scanning speed (T1 versus T2, T3 versus T4 in Figure S7). When the scanning 

speed is reduced, the number of pulses irradiated per unit area is increased. As the thermal 

relaxation time (approximately 10-4 s, see Experimental Section) is longer than the period 

between pulses (5 × 10-5 s), the surface is still hot when a new pulse arrives. Therefore, the 

spatial accumulation of pulses results in an increase of the heat penetration via conduction and, 

consequently, of the amount of molten material. Then, the higher irradiance levels in the center 

of the Gaussian profile lead to preferential displacement/ejection of material from deeper rather 

than wider locations as the pulse sequence irradiates the surface.[44] With regard to the 

degradation performance, even if all the surface is covered by a protective layer, relatively 

thicker layers of recast material are preferable, as they would provide improved self-repairing 

ability if corrosion starts at any eventual defect or irregularity of the layer. This can explain the 

observed corrosion trends for varying scanning speed (T1 versus T2, T3 versus T4 in Figure 

1b).  
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Once the corrosion protection mechanism induced by the laser treatment has been identified 

and controlled, different possibilities of corrosion guidance can be explored. The 

corrosion/degradation can be restricted to delimited regions of interest by an easy control of the 

treated areas to be protected. Figure 3b serves as proof of this concept. As indicated, a defined 

area of the sample was treated, leaving both the center and the corners untreated. As shown, 

corrosion starts selectively in the untreated regions, and advances macroscopically, dissolving 

all the material until it reaches a treated area (refer to Supplementary Video 2 for video version). 

Furthermore, the corrosion rate of each region can be selectively adjusted by controlling the 

treatment parameters, as previously discussed. On this basis, for example, gradual treatments 

can be applied to achieve a directional control of the degradation. Figure 3c shows how a 

vertical gradual treatment is able to induce a gradual advance of the degradation in the same 

direction. Therefore, rates, areas and directions of the corrosion advance can be controlled, so 

that the process becomes predictable. 

 
Figure 3. Proof of the “laser-guided corrosion control” concept. Degradation performance of untreated base 
material (a), material with T1 treatment over selected areas (b), restricting the degradation to untreated regions, 
and material with a gradual treatment (c), increasing the intensity from bottom to top (F from 0.5 to 1.8 J cm-2 and 
v from 73 to 10 mm s-1), resulting in a corrosion gradient. Alloy used: AZ31. Refer to Supplementary Video 2 for 
video version. 

 
Any application where a controlled degradation of a component is desirable may benefit from 

these ideas. As an example, anodes for cathodic protection of steel reinforcements in concrete 
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may be treated following the gradual strategy shown in Figure 3c, to control their degradation 

and increase the lifespan of the protection. Self-corrosion effects can be avoided, increasing the 

amount of anode material available to corrode when cathodic protection is required, as 

illustrated by Figure 4a. 

As commented in the introduction, materials corrosion is exploited in the biomedical field for 

the development of biodegradable implants. In orthopedic applications, degradable magnesium 

implants are an interesting alternative to permanent metallic implants, with the benefits of 

avoiding the implant removal surgery and the stress shielding effects linked to stiffness 

mismatch between implant and bone tissues.[11,13] However, problems often arise linked to the 

fast degradation of magnesium in contact with body fluids. As an example, in Mg-based bone 

fracture fixation systems, localized degradation around screws and screws fixation holes is 

commonly reported in vivo,[15,45,46] compromising the mechanical stability required for bone 

tissue healing. The presented method may be useful to slow and control the degradation to 

maintain enough mechanical support. Figure 4b illustrates these ideas.  

The value of the method for orthopedic applications was experimentally studied. Bone fracture 

fixation plates were prepared from the AZ31 magnesium alloy for subsequent treatment and 

immersion in the NaCl solution (see Experimental Section). As shown in Figure 4c, untreated 

plates suffered from severe degradation near the screw fixation holes. In contrast, the laser 

treatment effectively prevented this trend through the induced passivation process, which would 

extend the mechanical support for tissue healing in an in vivo application. In addition, the 

treatment can effectively control and drive the degradation towards specific areas of the part if 

required, as shown for the central area in Figure 4c. In addition, the capability of guiding the 

degradation behavior in a biomedical application was further evaluated by immersion tests in 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) of samples with tailored treatments (Figure S8), 

showing the replicability of the results obtained in NaCl solution (Figure 3) in an environment 

much closer to the one found in an in vivo application. 
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The feasibility of the biomedical application of the presented method was further studied with 

cytotoxicity test. Extracts of untreated and T1-treated samples were prepared by immersion in 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) for further incubation with L929 cells (see 

Experimental Section). XTT-based cell viability measurements show that the laser treatment 

reduces the toxicity levels found for the base material (Figure 4d, ANOVA test, p-value = 1.7 

× 10-3). A slower degradation of the treated samples in DMEM is likely the reason for the 

reduced toxicity,[47,48] as confirmed by inductively coupled plasma optical emission 

spectroscopy (ICP-OES) measurements of magnesium concentration in the extracts and a 

substantially lower precipitate formation on top of the treated samples (Figure S9). The 

decreased corrosion rates in cell medium foresee a reduction of other common problems arising 

from high corrosion rates of magnesium implants in vivo apart from premature mechanical 

failures, as local pH rise and formation of hydrogen cavities.[13–15,45,46] 
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Figure 4. Applications. a) Application of the method for corrosion control of anodes for cathodic protection of 
steel reinforcements in concrete. b)  Application of the method for biodegradable bone fixation plates. c) 
Macroscopic degradation performance of untreated and tailored-treated bone fracture fixation plates. Alloy used: 
AZ31. Regions in the latter were selectively treated as labelled: (1) F = 1.8 J cm-2, v = 10 mm s-1; (2) F = 1.5 J cm-

2, v = 26 mm s-1. d) Cell viability values of extracts of base material and T1-treated samples for different extraction 
times. 

 
In conclusion, the capability of guiding the corrosion process of Mg-alloys by means of a simple 

method based on direct laser irradiation has been demonstrated in this work. On the basis of a 

local control of the corrosion protection provided by the treatment, the degradation can be 

restricted to delimited regions of interest and can be driven towards specific directions by a 
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selective adjust of the overall corrosion rate in each region as shown. The presented results 

demonstrate the applicability of the method in the biomedical field, bringing about the 

possibility of designing implants with tailored degradation, adapted to different tissue 

requirements and environment conditions around different areas of the implant.[14,46,49] Other 

applications that profit from magnesium corrosion phenomena as new Mg batteries[2] or 

intelligent magnesium anodes for cathodic protection[4] may benefit from a local control of the 

process. Furthermore, a laser treatment can modify surface properties governing corrosion 

phenomena as microstructure, composition, topography or wettability on almost any material, 

opening the door to the application of the laser-guided corrosion control concept to other fields 

where a controlled material corrosion is desirable. 
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Experimental Section 

Sample Preparation: The AZ31B magnesium alloy was employed in this study. Samples were 

mechanically cut to the size required for each processing and characterization technique from 

1 mm thick foil (GoodFellow), received in the H24 temper (i.e. strain hardened by rolling and 

partially annealed afterwards).[34] Additional experiments were performed with equally sized 

samples from pure Mg foil, AZ91D as-cast ingot and AZ61 extruded rod (GoodFellow). The 

nominal composition of all materials is included in Table S1. Both before and after the laser 

treatment, all samples were rinsed with ethanol and exposed to a blast of dry air to remove any 

solid remainder that could affect either the laser irradiation process or the following tests and 

measurements. 

Laser Processing: Direct laser irradiation was performed using a Nd:YVO4 diode end-pumped 

laser (Rofin) emitting in pulsed regime with a pulse width of 20 ns and a wavelength of λ = 

1064 nm. The laser beam (TEM00 mode and quality factor M2 < 1.3) was guided by two galvo 

mirrors mounted on an XY scanning head and focused onto the surface of the samples with an 

F-Theta lens of focal length fL =211 mm from a collimated 1/e2 diameter ØLENS = 2.5 mm. With 

this set up, a spot size of 150 µm was measured, confirming the Gaussian beam optics 

estimation (approx. 149 µm) according to[50] ØSPOT = 4M2fL [ ØLENS]-1. 

The surface of the samples was treated following a pattern of parallel scanning lines with a 

hatching distance of 0.1 mm. The processing parameters varied during the experiments were 

the pulse fluence F, ranging between [0, 1.8] J cm-2, and the scanning speed v, ranging between 

[10,100] mm s-1. The pulse frequency was kept constant at 20 kHz. 

Experiments comparing air and argon atmospheres were performed by supplying to the 

processing area a total gas flow rate of 90 l/min through two lateral nozzles with individual 

cross section of 2 × 40 mm2. 

For a qualitative explanation of the thermal processes undergone by the material during the 

laser irradiation, the thermal relaxation time tD was estimated from the one-dimensional 
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diffusion equation, lD = (D tD)1/2. Here D represents the thermal diffusivity of the material, about 

5 × 10-5 m2 s-1 for AZ31B[34], and lD represents the diffusion length, approximated with the 

beam radius (75 m) as the characteristic length of the process.[20] That gives an estimation of 

10-4 s as an order of magnitude for tD. 

Surface Topography Measurements: Surface topography was quantitatively characterized by 

focus variation optical profilometry (Alicona IF). According to definitions in ISO 25178, the 

arithmetic mean height of the surface Sa (m) and the ratio of the increment in the interfacial 

area to the area of a perfectly flat surface Sdr (%) were registered for each analyzed sample. 

Note that Sdr is 0% for a perfectly flat surface, so for a given Sdr value, the actual surface area 

is a factor of (1 + Sdr/100) higher than the one of a perfectly flat surface. A total area of 4 mm2 

was analyzed for each sample, covering the width of 20 laser scanning lines. 

Surface Wettability Measurements: Surface wettability was evaluated via contact angle  (°) 

measurements using the sessile drop method. According to recommendations in European 

standard EN 828:2013, 2 μl drops of Milli-Q distilled water were deposited on the samples with 

a micropipette and the contact angle was assessed with an electronic goniometer (Ossila Ltd.). 

At least 5 measurements were registered for each sample, reporting the mean and standard 

deviation. 

Microstructural Characterization: Microstructure analyses were performed in cross-section 

view. To ensure an accurate identification of the microstructural features, the samples were cold 

mounted in epoxy resin to avoid recrystallization effects and were polished using water-free 

lubricants to prevent oxidation, with a final abrasive agent size of 0.05 µm. Whenever required, 

the samples were chemically etched in a solution of 75 ml ethylene glycol, 24 ml distilled water 

and 1 ml nitric acid for 45 s. Subsequent analyses were performed by SEM (FEI Quanta 200). 

The compositional differences and quantifications were analyzed by backscattered electrons 

and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Atomic ratios were calculated from EDS 
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quantifications with at least 9 measurements for each ratio and material, reporting the mean and 

standard deviation. The crystallographic orientations were characterized by electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD, FEI Helios NanoLabTM DualBeamTM 600i equipped with an HKL 

NordlysNano EBSD detector and both Aztec and Channel 5.0 data acquisition and analysis 

software packages). The grain size was measured via the line intercept method. At least 200 

grains were analyzed for each material. Reported values are the mean and the range enclosing 

2/3 of the measurements. 

Surface Chemistry Characterization X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were 

performed with a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha ESCA instrument with Al Kα X-ray source at 

1486.6 eV. Survey spectra were registered with a 100 eV pass energy, collecting the 

photoelectrons at a take-off angle of 90° from the sample in constant analyzer energy mode 

(CAE). Before the analysis, samples were sputter-cleaned with 500 eV energy argon ions during 

60 s, obtaining a partial removal of the adventitious carbon contamination with the aim of 

improving the signal to noise ratio for the metal species and evaluate atomic ratios for elements 

of interest. Binding energy was referenced by setting the lower adventitious C 1s hydrocarbon 

photo peak at 285.0 eV. 

Immersion Tests: The overall corrosion performance was evaluated via immersion test in 

normal saline solution (NaCl 9 g l-1). Samples of 11 × 11 × 1 mm3 were immersed in individual 

containers with a mass to volume ratio of 5.4 mg ml-1. The tests were carried out under static 

conditions at 20 °C for immersion times of 1, 3, 7, 14 and 21 days. At each time point, the pH 

was measured with a pH probe, and the specimens were removed and cleaned with ethanol and 

dry air. Optical microscopy was employed to analyze the overall corrosion progression. Mass 

loss was assessed with a gravimetric balance (Nahita). The ratio between the mass of the 

specimen after and before the immersion was finally registered for each specimen. To confirm 

the mass loss results, the magnesium concentration in the remaining immersion solutions was 

measured by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES, 
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PerkinElmer). Prior to this, to ensure the dissolution of any magnesium compound that could 

have precipitated, the immersion solutions were diluted in 2% nitric acid to a ratio of 1/10. For 

both the untreated base material and the 4 different treatments evaluated, 3 independent samples 

were tested for each immersion time. The reported values are the mean and standard deviation 

of those three replicates. The degradation rates were estimated by linear fitting of the evolution 

of mass loss values over time.  

Real Time Corrosion Monitoring: The corrosion process of the samples in the NaCl solution 

was monitored in real time in order to assess the qualitative aspects of the corrosion process 

with more detail within the first 24 hours of immersion. The process was monitored in top view 

with an optical microscope equipped with a digital camera (Canon) recording at 29 fps with a 

resolution of 1280 × 790 px. 

EIS Measurements: Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were 

performed employing an electrochemical cell in three-electrode arrangement, with the studied 

sample acting as the working electrode, a platinum counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl pseudo-

reference electrode. NaCl solution (0.5 M) was used as electrolyte. The high hydrophilicity of 

the samples prevented an acceptable operation with the usual solution confinement procedures 

(O-rings or silicone sealing). This issue was solved by immobilization of the electrolyte in a 

cellulose cylinder cast in a glass tube (approximately 5 cm long). In this way, the capillary 

pressure in the cellulose cylinder was able to limit the tendency of the liquid to spread over the 

sample’s surface, and a nominal active surface of 0.5 cm2 was defined. The experiments were 

conducted using a potentiostat (Autolab) with a frequency response analyzer (FRA) module. 

The impedance spectra were obtained at the corrosion potential, ranging from 106 to 10-1 Hz 

with seven frequency data points per decade logarithmically distributed. The measurements 

were performed under galvanostatic control at I = (0 ± ΔI), with ΔI selected for a resulting 

polarization voltage amplitude close to 5 mV rms. The measurements were performed at 
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specific times within 1 hour of immersion. All the tests were conducted at 20 °C and open to 

the atmosphere. 

Regarding the fitting procedures (see equivalent circuit in Figure 2c), the inductive loops in the 

low frequency range linked to changes in surface coverage of adsorbed intermediates were 

modeled by an inductance L with a series resistance RL.[28–30] The capacitive loops in the 

frequency range around 10 Hz were fitted by a finite-length diffusion term ZD modeled as[27] 

ZD = RD tanh[(jD)1/2)]/(jD)1/2. Here, RD accounts for the diffusion resistance, D corresponds 

to the time constant associated to the transport process,  is the angular frequency and j the 

imaginary unit. 

As described in the main text, the capacitive loops around 100 Hz – 1 kHz were fitted by the 

time constant associated to the interfacial properties RCTCDL. The capacitive features at the high 

frequency end of the spectra were fitted by the time constant associated to the dielectric 

properties of the protective layer RFCF. For both time constants, Cole-Cole type dispersion 

parameters i were introduced to account for deviations from ideal capacitive behavior (i = 1) 

due to heterogeneities in thickness and/or composition along the normal direction.[51,52] The 

impedance terms were then modeled as Zi = ZIIi/[1+(jZIIiCi)i], where i = DL, F and Z//i the 

equivalent impedance in parallel with Ci. 

The overall corrosion resistance of the samples was characterized by the so-called polarization 

resistance RP, which is inversely proportional to the corrosion rate[30]. This resistance was 

estimated by the DC equivalent of the impedance spectrum without accounting for the 

electrolyte resistance RE. Therefore, in terms of the fitted resistance components, RP = RF + 

[(RCT + RD)-1 + RL
-1]-1 (see equivalent circuit in Figure 2c). 

Bone Fracture Fixation Plates: Plates were mechanically prepared from the original AZ31 foil. 

Final dimensions are 30 mm length, 5 mm width and 1 mm thickness. 4 screw fixation holes 
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with 2.4 mm inner diameter were drilled in each plate.  The degradation of untreated and treated 

plates was tested by immersion in normal saline solution (NaCl 9 g l-1). 

Cytotoxicity Tests: Cytotoxicity tests were performed via indirect contact through incubation of 

cells with liquid extracts of the samples. Samples were first sterilized by immersion in 

isopropanol and UV exposure. Extracts of the samples were prepared by immersion in 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with GlutaMAX, 10% 

fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 0.1% amphotericin B. Samples of 9 × 9 × 

1 mm3 were immersed with a mass to volume ratio of 0.032 g ml-1 for 4, 24 and 72 hours at 

37 °C in a CO2 incubator. After the specific extraction time, the extracts were centrifuged at 

4000 rpm during 5 minutes and filtered through a 0.22 m pore size filter. Extracts composition 

was characterized by ICP-OES of the aliquots. L929 cells were seeded in 96-well cell culture 

plates at a density of 3000 cells per well and 100 l of cell medium. After 24 hours, the cell 

medium was replaced by an equal amount of the corresponding extracts and further incubated 

for 3 days. Cytotoxicity was then tested by XTT assay. To avoid reported interactions between 

magnesium and tetrazolium-based tests,[47,53] before addition of XTT reagents the extracts were 

removed and replaced by 100 l of cell medium. Thereafter, 50 ml of XTT solution was added 

to each well. After 2 hours of further incubation, the absorbance at 465 nm was measured, with 

630 nm as reference wavelength. Cell medium without cells was used as blank reference for 

absorbance measurements. Cells incubated in cell medium and in cell medium with 50% DMSO 

were adopted as non-toxic and toxic controls respectively. 3 replicates were tested for each 

material and extraction time combination. The reported values are the mean and standard 

deviation of those three replicates. 
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